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High power lighting kit

LIGHTING KITS

LTPKIT case

The LTPKIT is a selection of some of the Opto Engineering ® 
high-power LED lighting solutions, including three different strobe 
illuminators and an ultra-bright strobe LED pattern projector. 
The case also includes a 6 channel strobe controller, designed to 
precisely control the lights and easily manage the trigger signals, in 
addition to a DIN rail industrial power supply.

Part number Products included Description

LTPKIT

LTLAB2-W Diffuse strobe low angle ring light illuminator - medium size high power white

LTDMLAB2-W Diffuse strobe dome + low angle illumination system - medium size high power white

LTBP096072-W High power strobe LED backlight, 96 x 72 mm lighting area, white

LTPRUP-W 90W strobe LED pattern projector white

LTDV6CH Strobe controller 6 channels

RT-SDR-120-24 24VDC DIN rail power supply

ADPT001 Adapter RS485-USB + cable with 3 elements for LTDV6CH connection

This versatile and portable light kit is ideal for system integrators 
dealing with machine vision applications that require high power 
strobe illumination. The LTPKIT also benefits from our special 
educational price: you should seriously consider buying one for your 
laboratory to discover the advantages of our strobe lights!
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Continuous lighting kit

LIGHTING KITS

LTKITRY-FH-OR-V1

Opto Engineering® LTKITRY-FH-OR-V1 case includes a selection 
of some our commonly used LED illuminators working in continous 
mode, including two lighting controllers for dimming, brackets and 
diffusers. 
The continuous lighting kit case is a very helpful tool for system 
integrators that are frequently dealing with new machine vision 
applications requiring different type of lights. 

Part number Products included Description

LTKITRY-FH-OR-V1

LTICGR1000-D1-PS-EU Analogue lighting controller unit, 1 channel, 24V, 2A, constant mode, 
EU power cord, power adaptor 24V plug

LT4WRG100-00-1-W-24V LED dome light, 118 mm outer diameter, white, 24V

LT2QOG040-00-X-W-24V LED coaxial light, 48x48 mm light emitting area, white, 24V

LTZPFL160-00-6-W-24V LED bar light, 6 LED rows, 160X26.3 illumination area, white, 24V

LTZGK070-15-3-W-24V LED ringlight, 3 LED rows, outer diameter 70 mm, 15°, white, 24V

LTZGK070-45-3-W-24V LED ringlight, 3 LED rows, outer diameter 70 mm, 45°, white, 24V

LTZZO130-75-3-W-24V LED low angle ringlight, 3 LED rows, outer diameter 131 mm, 75°, white, 24V

LTPVRG070-00-1-W-24V Flat side-emitting LED backlight, thin borders, 
70X70 mm illumination area, white, 24V

LTPVR070-00-1-W-24V Flat side-emitting LED backlight, 70X70 mm illumination area, white, 24V

LT2RZF100-60-2-W-24V LED ringlight, 2 LED rows, 100 mm outer diameter, 60°, white, 24V

Diffusers Diffuser for LTZGK070-15-3, LTZGK070-45-3, LTZZO170-75-3

Brackets Brackets for LT4WRG100-00-1, LT2QOG040-00-X, LTZPFL160-00-6

Polarizer Polarizer for LTZPFL160-00-6

The LTKITRY-FH-OR-V1 case also benefits from our special 
educational price: you should seriously consider to buy this kit for 
your laboratory in order to be able to perfom feasibility tests with 
many different types of lights!


